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Building 
blocks
Global
 —
Preface
We meet architecture 
practices in Copenhagen 
and Prague and an interior-
design firm in Paris that 
are united by a common 
aim: creating buildings 
and spaces that both 
define and advance their 
neighbourhoods. Find out 
how they are injecting life 
into their cities with bold 
ideas and striking façades. 
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Report
Three design firms

01 Architect and 
Cobe owner Dan 
Stubbergaard

02 Cobe employees  
doing their thing

03 Model of a proposed 
sustainable CBD  
in China

04 Frederiksvej 
Kindergarten,  
a Cobe project

01
Cobe
Copenhagen

In a lively open-plan office in a ware-
house on Christiansholm, an island in 
Copenhagen’s inner harbour, you’ll find 
Cobe founder Dan Stubbergaard and 
his team of 65 architects. They are busy 
dreaming up some of Scandinavia’s most 
daring building projects; the firm designs 
structures as diverse as apartment blocks, 
nurseries, train stations and libraries – even 
the odd bridge. 

But of all the projects in the pipeline, 
one sits closest to Cobe’s heart: the rede-
sign of Christiansholm itself. It’s the place 
the firm has called home for the past two 
and a half years. “It is something that is 
special for us,” says Stubbergaard of the 
redevelopment, which was announced 
in February and will begin in 2018. 
“Christiansholm is the crown jewel of the 
city and of the harbour.”

Cobe’s plan for Christiansholm – or 
Paper Island, so called because it is domi-
nated by warehouses that used to store 
Denmark’s old newspapers – is typical of 
the studio’s approach to design. It will pay 
homage to the site’s history while bringing 
something fresh. The warehouses, includ-
ing the one currently inhabited by the 
firm, will be demolished and replaced with 
seven concrete halls with steep roofs that 
will mimic the form of their predecessors. 
They will be home to art exhibitions, food 
halls and swimming pools, with residential 
apartments perched on top. 

Stubbergaard founded the practice 
in 2006 after cutting his teeth at Plot 
under Danish architect Bjarke Ingels, who 
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remains a close friend. “You can say I’m 
a spin-off of Ingels,” says Stubbergaard, 
smiling – and though he is selling himself 
short, there is a touch of Ingels in the way 
Cobe’s designs straddle the line between 
playfulness and functionality.

The studio has designed buildings 
across the Nordic region and Germany 
but Denmark remains its chief stomp-
ing ground. In the capital it recently 
redesigned Nørreport train station and 
is working on a masterplan for North 
Harbour, Scandinavia’s biggest urban-
planning project. “We use Copenhagen as 
an urban laboratory,” says Stubbergaard. 
“The city and its politicians and adminis-
tration are very open-minded.” 

“Architecture needs to be contempo-
rary but it also needs to relate to the history 
of its surroundings,” adds Stubbergaard. 
“[Each design] becomes site-specific: 
it is defined for exactly that spot”. For 
instance, the Forfatterhuset Kindergarten 
in Nørrebro, Copenhagen, draws on the 
area’s ubiquitous red-brick houses with a 
series of long red-brick “sticks” – evoca-
tive of rusted metal poles – forming a wall 
around the playground.

By contrast the Roskilde Rock 
Museum (showcasing music as opposed 
to geology) looks very different to its 
surroundings. Clad in aluminium spikes, 
the sparkling gold monument opened 
this year in an industrial district near 
Copenhagen. “It’s like combining rough 
old jeans with a glittering golden belt,” 
says Stubbergaard. These intelligent 
combinations of genre serve to bring 
vitality and style to a nation with a grand 
tradition – thanks to architects with subtle 
imaginations and bold visions. — jwa

02
Festen
Paris 

Architects Hugo Sauzay 
and Charlotte de Tonnac 
live and work from their 
own Haussmanian 
apartment in Paris’s Le 
Marais. “We never thought 
we would work together; 
it was not something we 
planned,” says Sauzay. 
He explains how the 
partnership came about 
in 2011 while the pair 
were still studying and 
were asked to remodel an 
apartment in the capital’s 
7th arrondissement. 

“We were both working 
on our final school project,” 
says De Tonnac. “I was 
doing a library [concept] 
for Steidl and Hugo was 
working on a public 
swimming pool [concept]. 
Suddenly we had to create 
a real company.” 

Since then their 
elegant home – with its 
Hungarian point parquet, 
marble fireplaces and 
stucco details – has been 
transformed into a busy HQ 
where three other designers 
now assist. Architectural 
models of future projects 
and marble samples 
festoon the space while  

a cat, Simone, purrs on a 
Bo concept sofa. “We are 
actually looking for a real 
office,” says Sauzay.

Taking the name Festen, 
which is Danish for “feast”, 
the pair have become 
known for their Parisian 
interiors and their work with 
the French hotel operator 
Perseus and its owner 
Valéry Grégo. Their recent 
Le Pigalle hotel pairs the 
classic panelled doors, 
moulding and parquet 
flooring of an old stone 
building with the lively and 
artistic neon aesthetic that 
has come to define the 
neighbourhood. “We are 
doing interior architecture  
in relation to the history of 
the space,” says Sauzay. 
“We play with the furniture 

03
Projektil
Prague 

Inside their offices in Prague’s Smichov 
district, Ondrej Hofmeister, Adam Halir 
and Petr Lesek – three of the four found-
ing architects of Projektil – note the space’s 
storied history. “This was a prison 100 
years ago,” says Hofmeister. Adds Lesek: 
“Most recently it was a blacksmith’s work-
shop. Before that it was a lacquer’s studio 
and then a sculptor’s studio.” Able only to 
salvage the former building’s stone and 
brick walls, the firm tucked a strikingly 
simple two-storey rectangle inside them. 

Founded in 2002, the firm is one of the 
Czech Republic’s leading architecture stu-
dios and responsible for the capital city’s 
award-winning National Technical Library. 
Distinguished by its partially transparent 
double façade, the ground floor functions 
as a kind of public square. The project 
set a precedent in a scene characterised 
by modest architecture. “Czech architec-
ture after the Velvet Revolution in 1989 
was strongly influenced by the modern-
ist architecture of the early 20th century,” 
says Prague-born Hofmeister. “Maybe it 
is because most Czech architects were 
not allowed to travel. It was difficult to 
[be in touch with] contemporary trends. 
But Czech society has come a long way. 
Society is changing its perspective of 
architecture; more people see the benefits 
for society as a whole.”

Along with Roman Brychta, Lesek 
and Halir founded Projektil after work-
ing together in a now defunct Prague 
studio. The three were soon joined by 
Hofmeister, who wished to be part of 

what became the winning proposal for the 
2002 open competition for the research 
library in the Bohemia city of Hradec 
Kralove. The team won the job and cre-
ated an institution with porthole windows 
that dot a boxy concrete exterior. The 
X-shaped library also features open areas 
underneath the building, creating public 
urban space. “The main principle is that 
the building doesn’t form an obstacle to 
the site,” says Hofmeister. “We don’t think 
public buildings should be gated.” 

With current projects including a pool 
in the town of Pisek and the refurbish-
ment of a city park in Hradec Kralove, the 
firm recently completed a striking school 
in Libeznice, a small city 17km north of 
Prague. The ring-shaped building is clad 
in larch and features a glazed open inner 
atrium where children can play. — jp

09

and decoration but we 
don’t want to create  
trendy spaces.”

Past projects in Paris 
range from a former 
printing factory in the 
11th arrondissement to a 
pied-à-terre for a New York 
photographer in Le Marais. 
Elsewhere the duo have 
worked on a seaside annex 
in Trouville, Normandy, and 
are working on a holiday 
home in Cap Ferret. 

There’s also a 1960s-era 
hotel in Agay on the French 
Riviera; called Les Roches 
Rouges, which is slated 
to open in 2017. “It’s a 
five-star hotel with the 
atmosphere of Eileen Gray 
and Le Corbusier’s Cote 
d’Azur interiors,” says 
Sauzay. — dhz p
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01 Model apartment 
02 Charlotte de Tonnac 

and Hugo Sauzay 
03 A Festen interior
04 Les Roches  

Rouges lobby
05 National Library  

of Technology, a 
Projektil project

06 Inside the library
07 (l to r) Roman Brychta, 

Ondrej Hofmeister and 
Petr Lesek of Projektil

08 Projektil’s plans
09 Library reading room
10 Model behaviour


